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VINTAGE DESIGN MEETS
21st CENTURY STYLE
We’ve created G Plan Vintage, a stunning range of furniture 

inspired by our design heritage. It’s a collection that embraces 

the quality and craftsmanship of G Plan, along with Hemingway’s 

fresh and vibrant approach to vintage projects.

GREAT & BRITISH
At G Plan we’re extremely proud of what we do. 

Tracing our history all the way back to 1898, we create 

stunning handcrafted furniture, with every piece made to order

at our Wiltshire base. Over the years G Plan has created some

of the most enduring and iconic furniture of the 20th Century - 

something that we still aim for with every piece we create today.



Snuggler shown in Deluxe Autumn. Large Sofa shown in Deluxe Wood



With feminine curves, fl owing stitching detail and distinctive tapered legs, Nancy embodies modern sophistication. 

An elegant silhouette frames soft indulgent cushions where you can sink in and enjoy 

the convenience of cleverly concealed USB charging. This range is available in fabric only.

LARGE SOFA SMALL SOFA ARMCHAIRSNUGGLER FOOTSTOOL

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including back cushions. Turned wooden feet are polished beech in a choice of Ash, American Walnut or Black Lacquer fi nish.
The large and small sofas feature 2 seat/back cushions. All sofa, chair and snuggler pieces come with the option of a USB charging point at extra cost. Seat cushions are a fi xed type. Scatter cushions available at extra cost.

H 91.5cm  W225.6cm  D98.7cm

E 48.2cm  G193.3cm  F 55.5cm

H 91.5cm  W177.8cm  D98.7cm

E 48.2cm  G145.7cm  F 55.5cm

H 91.5cm  W 108.3cm  D98.7cm

E 48.2cm  G 76.9cm  F 55.5cm

H 91.5cm  W 129.8cm  D98.7cm

E 48.2cm  G 99.2cm  F 55.5cm

H 28.3cm  W92.1cm  D 46.2cm



Large Sofa shown in Deluxe Scuba



Rita’s laid back proportions and deep soft seats invite you to sink into a stylish embrace.

Finished with luxurious top stitching and cushioning details, the distinctive brushed metal legs and 

optional concealed USB charging offer an elegant touch. This range is available in fabric only.

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including back cushions. All furniture supplied on brushed metal legs only. 
The large and small sofas feature 2 seat/back cushions. All sofa, chair and snuggler pieces come with the option of a USB charging point at extra cost. Seat cushions are a fi xed type. Scatter cushions available at extra cost.

LARGE SOFA SMALL SOFA ARMCHAIRSNUGGLER FOOTSTOOL

H 90cm  W220cm  D95cm

E 47cm  G180cm  F 54cm

H 90cm  W166cm  D95cm

E 47cm  G126cm  F 54cm

H 90cm  W 97.5cm  D95cm

E 47cm  G 57.5cm  F 54cm

H 90cm  W 122cm  D95cm

E 47cm  G 82cm  F 54cm

H 33cm  W92cm  D 48cm



Chairs shown in Touchstone Gold and Touchstone Pewter



Playful and sumptuous, Walt’s deep comfy seat and smartly piped arms conceal a stylish swivel

feature for the ultimate in decadent style. This range is available in fabric only.

SWIVEL CHAIR

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including back cushions. 
Fitted with a black metal base which turns 360 degrees. Seat cushions are a fi xed type. Scatter cushions available at extra cost.

H 81.5cm  W86cm  D102cm

E 45cm  G60.8cm  F 60.6cm



Chair shown in Chelsea Blue



Make a statement with Edward’s contemporary curves, paired with sumptuous deep-seated comfort. This stylish accent chair effortlessly reclines to a 

perfect position and is beautifully tailored in your choice of indulgent fabric and wood fi nish. This range is available in fabric only, but is customisable.

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including back cushions.
Turned wooden feet are polished beech in a choice of Ash, American Walnut or Black Lacquer fi nish. Seat cushions are a fi xed type. Scatter cushions available at extra cost.

STATIC ARMCHAIR or PUSH BACK RECLINER

H 91.4cm  W91.4cm  D96.5cm

E 54cm  G57.1cm  F 54.6cm

CUSTOMISE YOUR EDWARD CHAIR

STEP 1 STEP 2

Fabric One sits on the back 
panel and outer arm of your chair.

Choose one from the selection 
of velvets:

Fabric Two sits on the back cushion, seat cushion and inner arm.

Choose one fabric from the groups below, depending on the velvet 
you have chosen in step 1:

Velvet selected:

Fabric Options:



Large Sofa shown in Flurry Tangerine



Large Sofa shown in Capri Olive



Capturing the sleek styling of a bygone era, The Fifty Three is nonetheless built to today’s exacting standards of quality. 

Crafted for style and comfort, each sofa and chair comes with a distinctive wooden plinth. 

For outstanding good looks, welcome home to The Fifty Three. This range is available in fabric and leather.

LARGE SOFA SMALL SOFA ARMCHAIR FOOTSTOOL

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including back cushions. Turned wooden feet are polished beech in a choice of Ash, American Walnut or Black Lacquer fi nish.
The Fifty Three sofas/chair feature a show wood plinth. The large and small fabric sofas feature 2 seat/back cushions. Leather sofas feature a single bench seat cushion and single back cushion.

The seat cushion of the Fifty Three leather is buttoned in addition to the back cushion. The footstool has 2 buttons on top. Scatter cushions available at extra cost.

H 87cm  W199cm  D103cm

E 46cm  G169cm  F 55cm

H 87cm  W159cm  D103cm

E 46cm  G129cm  F 55cm

H 87cm  W 88cm  D103cm

E 46cm  G 57cm  F 55cm

H 38cm  W66cm  D 51cm



Sofa Bed shown in Fizzle Liquorice



Sofa Bed shown in Fizzle Liquorice



An effortless blend of style and function… The Fifty Four sofa bed is the perfect choice for fl exible living. Inspired by our revolutionary archive designs, 

this is a stylish sofa with hidden depths. Neatly tailored arms with deep buttoned cushions offer comfy seating by day and effortlessly 

transform into a generous King sized sleeping space by night. This product is available in fabric only.

SOFA BED ARMCHAIR FOOTSTOOL

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including back cushions. Turned wooden feet are polished beech in a choice of Ash, American Walnut or Black Lacquer fi nish. The back and feet of The Fifty Four sofa bed are 
removable for ease of delivery. The height of the sofa without the back and feet attached is 56cm to the top of the arm. When opening and closing the sofa bed mechanism, place both hands under the centre of the front sofa border and lift smoothly. 

This will ensure the mechanism opens out straight and closes easily. To allow the mechanism to operate, there is a small amount of natural fl ex in the arms. Scatter cushions available at extra cost. Contrast buttons are available on this product.

H 87cm (bed 66cm)  W214cm  D102cm (bed 155cm)

E 45.5cm  G188cm  F 56cm (bed 155cm)

H 89cm  W 87.5cm  D95.5cm

E 48cm  G 61cm  F 51cm

H 40.5cm  W61.5cm  D 49.5cm



Large Sofa shown in Tonic Charcoal



Large Sofa shown in Capri Black



Corner Sofa shown in Matt Velvet Indigo



The Fifty Nine’s tailored lines bring character to any space. Boasting a single row of deep buttoning, elegant wooden 

picture frame side panels and distinctive single seat cushion detail, it truly captures the essence of a stylish era. 

This range is available in both fabric and leather.

LARGE SOFA SMALL SOFA ARMCHAIR FOOTSTOOL CORNER SOFA
Left Hand and Right Hand Facing options available

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including back cushions. Wooden details are polished beech in a choice of Ash, American Walnut or Black Lacquer fi nish. The Fifty Nine sofas/chair feature a picture frame 
side and front wood detail. The large and small fabric sofas feature 1 seat/back cushion. The seat cushion of the Fifty Nine leather is buttoned in addition to the back cushion. Contrast buttons are available as an option in selected fabrics/leathers only. 

The Fifty Nine corner sofa is available as Left Hand Facing (LHF) or Right Hand Facing (RHF) when viewed from the front. Corner sofa is delivered in 2 sections that link together. Scatter cushions available at extra cost.

H 90cm  W221cm  D93cm

E 48cm  G186cm  F 56cm

H 90cm  W180cm  D93cm

E 48cm  G145.5cm  F 56cm

H 90cm  W100cm  D93cm

E 48cm  G64cm  F 56cm
H 90cm  W 254cm  D218cm

E 48cm  F 56cm

H 39cm  W82cm  D 43cm



Chair shown in Capri Putty



Chair shown in Capri Black



In 1962 we created an iconic swivel chair. It was aptly known as ‘The World’s Most Comfortable Chair’. And now, renamed as The Sixty Two,

it’s distinctive winged design, soft foam cushioning and deeply buttoned back, provide the ultimate in comfort. For added luxury it rocks and swivels too.

It’s a chair that merits its original title. This product is available in both fabric and leather.

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including back cushions. Star design wooden base is polished beech in a choice of Ash, American Walnut or Black Lacquer fi nish.
Footstool shell is Beech laminate in a choice of Ash, American Walnut or Black Lacquer fi nish. Contrast buttons are available as an option in selected fabrics/leathers. Orbital design castors: High quality metal in a Chrome fi nish.

CHAIR

H 104cm  W 94cm  D97cm

E 50cm  G 49cm  F 56cm

FOOTSTOOL

H 48cm  W65cm  D 48cm



Large Sofa shown in Deluxe Scuba



Large Sofa shown in Capri Black



Timeless, fi nely tailored lines embody modern, compact living. With slim arm profi le, piping detail and tapered legs, 

The Sixty Five’s enduring design is a stylish addition to any home. This range is available in both fabric and leather

LARGE SOFA SMALL SOFA ARMCHAIR FOOTSTOOL

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including back cushions. Turned wooden feet are polished beech in a choice of Ash, American Walnut or Black Lacquer fi nish. 
The Sixty Five large sofas come with a centre support leg. Large and small sofas in the Sixty Five range are supplied with 2 arm bolsters in the same cover as the sofa. Scatter cushions available at extra cost.

H 89cm  W203cm  D91cm

E 47cm  G185cm  F 58.5cm

H 89cm  W142cm  D91cm

E 47cm  G124.5cm  F 58.5cm

H 89cm  W 78cm  D91cm

E 47cm  G 61cm  F 58.5cm

H 44cm  W49cm  D 62cm



Large Sofa shown in Krackle Sky



Large Sofa shown in Capri Chalk



Inspired by the G Plan Vintage archive, The Sixty Seven’s contoured arms are complemented by turned wooden feet. 

And with it being as distinctive as it is comfortable, you will be bringing an icon into your home with The Sixty Seven.

LARGE SOFA SNUGGLERSMALL SOFA SWIVEL CHAIR ARMCHAIR FOOTSTOOL

The Sixty Seven range is available in both fabric and leather with the exception of the corner and chaise sofa which are available in soft fabric cover only. All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including back cushions. 
Chaise/corner sofas are delivered in 2 pieces that link together. Chaise sofa available in left and right hand facing (as viewed from the front). Turned wooden feet are polished beech in a choice of Ash, American Walnut or Black Lacquer fi nish. 

The swivel chair features a black metal base. The large leather sofa features 3 seat cushions. The small leather sofa features 2 seat cushions. Fabric sofas feature a single bench seat cushion. Scatter cushions available at extra cost.

H 87cm  W208cm  D96cm

E 45cm  G177cm  F 51cm

H 87cm  W154cm  D96cm

E 45cm  G120cm  F 51cm

H 87cm  W 92cm  D96cm

E 45cm  G 59cm  F 51cm

H 87cm  W 92cm  D96cm

E 45cm  G 59cm  F 51cm

H 87cm  W 123cm  D96cm

E 45cm  G 90cm  F 51cm

H 35cm  W90cm  D 54cm



Chaise Sofa shown in Marl Grey



Corner Sofa shown in Marl Grey



Inspired by the G Plan Vintage archive, The Sixty Seven’s contoured arms are complemented by turned wooden feet. 

And with it being as distinctive as it is comfortable, you will be bringing an icon into your home with The Sixty Seven.

CHAISE SOFA CORNER SOFA

The Sixty Seven range is available in both fabric and leather with the exception of the corner and chaise sofa which are available in soft fabric cover only. All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including back cushions. 
Chaise/corner sofas are delivered in 2 pieces that link together. Chaise sofa available in left and right hand facing (as viewed from the front). Turned wooden feet are polished beech in a choice of Ash, American Walnut or Black Lacquer fi nish. 

The swivel chair features a black metal base. The large leather sofa features 3 seat cushions. The small leather sofa features 2 seat cushions. Fabric sofas feature a single bench seat cushion. Scatter cushions available at extra cost.

H 91cm  W207cm  D158cm

E 45cm  G176cm  F 113cm

H 91cm  W 225cm  D225cm

E 45cm  F 51cm




